


We invite you to discover
our leadership journey,

guaranteeing to evoke unique
sentiments with each and

every shining piece

Welcome to world of

Unlimited
Possibilities



Who We Are

Asfour Crystal’s roots date back to 1961, originating in Egypt to lay a solid
foundation for global success, Marked by artistic heritage as well as refined

craftsmanship where every piece embodies a unique story. 
Over the years, Asfour Crystal factory has witnessed the birth of aesthetic

masterpieces while swiftly evolvoing to become the largest crystal
manufacturer worldwide and leading presence in more

than 70 countries around the globe



Established

in 1961 

The World’s
largest
crystal

producer

Guinnes awarded
for largest and

heaviest
chandelier
worldwide 

 

Wide global
presence

in 70 country
around

the globe  
 

Largest chandelier
manufacturer in

Africa and
MENA region 

  
 

Facts and Figures



What We Do

We transform any space into an unforgettable and inspiring place,
with our exquisite custom-made glass lighting designs. Engaging
with the past and future
we seek to unlock the best potential for our clients. Combining the
ancient Egyptians craftsmanship with the latest technologies is our
emphasis. Alongside with interior design and architecture, we have
always taken pride in delivering our unique design and manufacturing
solutions.
 



Projects

Asfour Crystal’s name has become synonymous with the world’s
most impressive projects and sights, thanks to its unrivaled experience

in leaving a unique mark that crowns any given space to transform it
into a picturesque work of art that inspires light, life and special moments 

 



Production

We are powered with craft and new
technologies, we embody the beauty,
and create an unforgettable experience through
our innovators team.
Our original tailored solutions are reflecting the
fascinating combination of light and glass, giving
your interior a unique look by embellishing it with
unique shapes and glittering crystal. Whether it is
a decorative light fixture, objects or decoration
features, glass as a diverse material offers great
opportunities to enhance and transform our
clients’ projects.
The visual beauty and timeless design lend
a sense of firmness and luxury to traditional
installations. Modern
pieces, on the other
hand, possess
distinctive lightness
and creativity.

 



Bespoke Installation

1

Following the tradition and precious heritage of Egyptian glassmakers,
we challenge the imaginary limits with new approaches, concepts,

techniques, and technologies. 
Our bespoke Installation process is guarantee a hassle free experience

to the clients :

 IDEA Let our
designers take your
passion, mood or
inspiration
and turn it into…

 

2A SKETCH A simple
hand drawing turned
into a perfect 3D
model will take your
dream to yet another
level…

 

3BUILDING THE DESIGN
Our designers then
provide you with exact
construction drawings
and models, providing
a place to start…

 

4PROCESS OF
CREATION Using craft
and technology we
manufacture samples
so you can touch your
dream and see how it
feels inside and out ..
Happy with the result? 
WE move ahead with
bringing the design
to life…

 

5AN INSTALLATION
Our service team
arrives at the same
time your object is
delivered. They expertly 
install it making sure 
every detail is perfect
and you can enjoy your 
dream come true…

 

6 A LIFELONG CARE We
hope you enjoy your
object. Should anything
go wrong our experts
are here to help you
solve any issue 

 

 







From nature to you, inspired by articulate details in nature.
The Crystal Breeze line is a nature from different

perspective, vibrant color arrangements, and
depth of detail coupled with serene lighting effects.
All these features combined with limitless product
coloring, sizes and packaging customizability that

can satisfy any ambitious decorative design applications

Unlimited
Possibilities



Evergreen

Finding inspiration in the minimalist trend for rooms, patios, gardens,
or workplaces, Evergreen is a beautiful, crystal creation that depicts the

mesmerizing phenomena of falling leaves in Autumn. Sparkling with
facets of golden-brown or green hanging birch tree crystal leaves,

they perfectly mimic the season’s earthy colors before the
arrival of winter.



Evergreen
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They say that our souls were made to
mount up with wings and can never
be satisfied with anything short of flying
freely. An exquisite celebration of the
wonder of birds in flight with all its
grandeur and awe, Hover is comprised
of multiple hand-blown crystal wings
that are customized 

to almost any imaginable extent.
These hanging angels can be installed
anywhere, indoors or outdoors, with or
without a lighting objective, available
in different sizes and in many different
colors like the frosted, B&W mix, and
our signature Topaz.

Hovers



Hovers



Feathers appear when angels are near, and they have always been
associated with freedom, transcendence and the magnificence of
birds in the wild. These handcrafted crystal quills are classified into

four groups of different shapes. Each piece is unique, manually crafted
to perfection making the light reflect and refract more sparkly upon
colorful crystal feathers. Falling Feathers makes your space naturally

pleasant, peaceful, and serene

Feathers

https://we.tl/t-em5bOLX239



Feathers



Feathers



In the spirit of mother nature’s spectacular season of
blooming colorful flowers, Skylight is an embodiment
of this natural phenomenon with hand-blown crystal
disc components, individually shaped for a colorful
spring garnish to your dinner tables, shelves, and 
side tables. Every piece is unique at 37cm in 
size, and combined Skylight can decorate 
any wall in many striking shapes and pat-
terns customized to your liking.

Skylight



Skylight



Skylight



Golden Elms

Inspired from the beauty of 
the Elba Mountains in south-
ern Egypt, Asfour re-introduc-
es the wild life with the 
modern crystal designing. 
The piece includes a lighting 
structure that can be custom-
ized into both floor lamps & 
table lamps, a life-sized, 
low-poly animal figure and 
decorative leaves polished in 
golden color. These contem-
porary pieces fit perfectly for 
outdoors and indoors areas 
and they will give a new life 
for commercial projects such 
as restaurants and recep-
tions.



Golden Elms



Golden Elms



Dazzling Galaxy

The Dazzling Galaxy consists of
fantasy and existence. One 
cannot exist without the other. A 
galaxy cannot exist without stars, 
light cannot exist without dark-
ness, and beauty exists in the eye 
of the beholder. Each crystal 
piece is
delicately created to form a 
space rock. Each color is won-
drous on its own and by combin-
ing all these
elements together, a harmonious 
crystal piece is made. Bring the 
Dazzling Galaxy into your space 



Dazzling Galaxy



Dazzling Galaxy



Inspired by the beauty of lakesides, parks, and rivers, Fiona is
a collection of various handcrafted aquatic components with
different shapes and colors which when combined together

will transform your corners, pools, 

or outdoor applications into a magical aquarium full of life
and splendor. The four main elements shown are the crystal
boats, swans, crystal spikes, and crystal water lilies. All are

handcrafted and made in various shapes and colors for your
taste.

Fiona



Fiona



Vivid 

Asfour brings an extraordinary
lighting-decor performance
with this timeless piece “Vivid”.
Combining crystal with nature,
Asfour has created a piece that
grants a soothing, 

deep sensory experience.With
just the touch of its aqua blue
with emerald green, the piece

comes to life to offer many
distinct shapes and brightness

that fill the room, and the heart
with delight.. 



Vivid 



Coral Muse

Embodying the unfathomable mystery
of the deep aquatic life and the colorful
coral reefs of the Red Sea, Coral Muse is
our signature crystal creation that can
transcend your private or public place in
a number of different ways with its
awe-inspiring nature and a variety of
shapes and designs. Due to their
abstract nature, and the range of different

colors and lighting options, Coral Muse fits
perfectly with every space and artistic vision;
whether it's a wall, floor, or ceiling, indoor or
outdoor, including or excluding a lighting
objective. The boxes consist of handcrafted
crystal parts of different shapes, customized
with sizes of your choosing, and an outer
wooden shell, lit all around the perimeter by a
recessed led strip for a natural and discreet



Coral Muse



Spirals

Walk through the garden of Eden
with our Spirals collection from

Crystal Breeze. This truly captivating
collection of botanic natural crystal

components and floral bouquets
can decorate a variety of different

spaces. Shining brighter in outdoor
spaces, it transforms any garden or

walkway into a heavenly place.
The bouquets consist of colorful

crystal handcrafted leaves of
various shapes, assembled on
an invisible sturdy steel base,

or arranged inside a hammered
brass vase to give your space the
spectacular and natural element

it deserves.



Spirals



Grassy Glass

From inspiration of pure nature,
comes this iconic Grassy Glass
piece. Perfectly expressing
precision in design, each foliage
is unique, yet can be repeatedly
produced and scaled.
Make an impact in our outdoor
spaces with splendid colors. 
This piece will transform any area
into a fantastical dream-world,
designed to beat with the heart
of nature and immerse its guests
in a truly magical experience.



Grassy Glass



Flutters



Flutters
We are embracing nature in our works throughout Flutters piece. The 

purpose of this design is to recognise the beauty of our planet Earth, as 
well as how to utilize an open space. These elegant yet iconic butter-

flies’ crystals represent the simple beauty of nature. The Flutters piece 
brings joy and hope through emerging 10 different shades of colors.



Step into the gardens of your dreams, and allow yourself to
escape into these fully immersive, beautiful surrounding.
When looking to Crystal Flooring piece, you will join us on
a journey into this fairytale. It perfectly suites your indoor

and outdoor areas and the strongest character in this piece
is that you can customize additional exotic decorative pieces
for your special occasions. The glass thickness allows you to

walk on it freely without any distortion.  All stories and secrets
that the design holds the elements from nature and it will

make you inspire to dream the unexpected.

Crystal Flooring



Crystal Flooring




